
Chapter 4

Employment and Wages

IJThe rate of increase of labor input slowed from more than 7.4 percent in
^>|199^;t6l';3;6 percent in 1996. Average unemployment declined from 6.9
, percent in 1995 to 6.7 percent, falling in JanuaryJune, remaining steady
in JulySeptember, and rising in the last quarter.
The number of foreign workers rose in 1 996, as did their share of total

employment. The labor input of workers from the Palestinian Autonomy
and the administered areas and foreign workers constituted 9 percent of
totallabor input, the highest level ever.
The real wage per employee post increased by 1 .4 percent. In the business

sector it rose by 1.3 percent, its greatest increase since the start of the
. / influx of immigrants (except for 1992, when inflation fell sharply).
\i■■, These trends are the results of structural changes in the supply of labor
\^and uneven developments in the demand for labor in 1996. Allowing the
gentry of foreign workers, who typically have a low level of education,
.together with the decline in unemployment to a lower environment than
that prevailing prior to the largescale immigration, meant an increase in
the supply of lesseducated labor on the one hand, and almost full

, emplpyment of 'knowledge' workers (i.e., with higher education) on the
pother.In this context, theslower expansionof demand for labor, particularly
. iih the traditional tradables industries (i.e., those not requiring labor with
higher education), alongside growing demand for labor in hightech
industries, especially in the traded sector, resulted in an increase in the
real wage and the number of those employed in the latter industries, and

__; stable real wages and employment in the traditional industries.

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS

In the business sector
The labor market was characterized by four main features during 1996. First, the rate the rate of increase
of increase of the number of employed personsin the business sector fell from 7.3 of tne numt1er

employed persons
percent in 1995 to 2.6 percent in 1996. Second,. real wages in this sector (from the fe||jn 1g9g and the
employee's point of view) rose by 1.3 percent. Third, unemployment continued to real wage rose.
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Table 4.1
Principal LaborMarket Indicators, 199386

(percent change from previous year(
1996199519941993

2.72.72.62.6Population (annual average(
3.03.02.93.0Workingage population
53.754.153.652.8Participation ratea
2.23.54.34.8Civilian labor force
2.96.46.94.6Total number of employed
2.45.26.96.1Israeli
9.225.07.014.1NonIsraeli
3.83.94.63.2Publicsector employees
2.67.37.75.2Businesssector employees
1.95.67.77.2Israeli
9.526.98.113.8NonIsraeli
3.78.29.65.4Businesssector labor input
2.65.89.27.9Israeli
13.233.714.716.2NonIsraeli
11.310.48.48.0NonIsraeli share of total
1.42.12.50.6Real wage per employee post
1.30.70.40.3Business sector
1.65.89.81.1Public services
2.71.91.81.5Minimum wage
2.30.02.71.5Businesssector unit labor cost

0.20.50.81.6Total productivity
Net businesssector domestic

0.80.81.51.9product per manhour
6.76.97.810.0Unemployment ratea

a According to the new definitions and sample of the Central Bureau of Statistics,
which came into effect in 1995. Thus, for purposes of comparison, according to the
previous system the participation rate in 1995 was 53.8 percent, and unemployment was
6.3 percent.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and National Insurance Institute data.

decline, going from 6.9 to 6.7 percent, with a fall in JanuaryJune, stability in the third
quarter, and a rise in the last quarter. Finally, the number of foreign workers, and their
share in the total number of employed persons, grew. Their labor input reached about
11.3 percent of the businesssector total.
Three factors contributed to the above developments: the slower increase in the demand

for labor, mainly in the traditional industries,1 permitting the entry of foreign workers,
and the approach to full employment among those with higher education.

' The traditional industries are: food, textiles, wood and wood products, hotels and
restaurants, trade, construction, and agriculture.
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The expansion of the workingage population stabilized at an annual rate of 3

percent, with the influx of immigrants contributing about one percentage point, the
same as in 199395. The growth rate of the civilian labor force fell from 3.5 percent
in 1995 to 2.2 percent in 1996, owing to a decline in the participation rate of males.
According to the estimatesof. the Central Bureauof Statistics (CBS), about 40,000

workers from the Palestinian Autonomy and the administered areas (henceforth referred
to together, for brevity, as workers from the Autonomy) and 125,000 foreign workers
(i.e., workers from overseas) were employed in Israel in 1996, about a thirdof them
illegally. Opening the labor market to foreign workers, mainly in those industries in
which there was a particularly high proportion of workers from the Autonomy
(construction and agriculture), led to a structural change on the supply side: while the
supply of humancapitalintensive labor is limited, despite the boost it received from
immigration from the former Soviet Union, allowing the entry of foreign workers
without higher education who swell the supply of labor to the traditional industries
enables the number of employees in them to grow without a significant rise in the real
wage. The entry of foreign workers thus makes the labor supply to the traditional
industries very much more elastic. . . .

Demand for labor in the traditional tradables industries slowed markedly, in some
cases leading to a decline in the number of employees for a second year running. On
the other hand, in hightech industries, e.g., electronics and computers, the number of
employees grew faster than the workingage population, and their real wage rose.
Thus, two distinct developments were evident in the labor marketa significant
slowdown in demand for that labor whose supply became far more elastic, and in
contrast expansion of demand for knowledge workers, for whom a fullemployment
situation was approaching.

Change inthe:Business|§e^bfF^j^age!f^E1i^joyJee fost^j
*0/ and/th* Rate ^nempI^ment^isi^^I^^^S ;JIHI
10

The entry of foreign
workers led to a
structural change on
the supply side.

Demand for labor
in the traditional
tradables industries
slowed, while that for
labor with higher
education increased.

"1986*1*1987 J1988 198901990 . 1991 , 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
ExcludingtheAutonomy andadministered areas.   ;.'/■ ■■■..;. ) .. ..
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The number of public
sector employees

expanded faster than
did the civilian labor

force and the working
age population.

Businesssector
labor input rose by
3.7 percent, one
percentage point
higher than the

civilian labor force.

Publicsector demand for labor continued to expand in 1996, and the number of its
employees rose faster than the civilian labor force. The main increase was in the
number of employees in areas not requiring higher education. Real publicsector wages
increased by 1 .6 percent, after rising by a totalof 15 percent in 199495. This increase
occurred mainly in the areas of the public sector requiring higher education, such as
education and public administration. At a time when the economy is approaching the
supply constraintofknowledge workers and their wage is irsing (Figure 4.1), public
sector wage increases may make it difficult for the pirvate sector to compete for
personnel with higher education.
The number of pirvatesector employees grew more slowly in 1996 than in 1995,

as the economy came close to full employment, the rate of expansion of the civilian
labor force declined, and the rise in demand for labor in the traditional industires
slowed. The growthof businesssector labor input declined from an annual 8.2 percent
in 1995 to 3.7 percent in 1996. The number of foreign workers and those from the
Autonomy increased, as did their share in the business sector, enabling its labor input
to irse by 3.7 percent, one percentage point above the increase in the (Israeli) civilian
labor force.
Net labor productivity rose by 0.8 percent in 1996. Unit labor cost went up by 2.3

percent, the real wage per employee post in the business sector increased by 1.3
percent, and the businesssector hourly wage for Israelis rose by 2 percent after falling

Index

Figure 4.2
Indices of Real Wagea per Employee Post, and Unit Labor Cost
in the Business Sector,b 198096

(base: 198089 average =100(

1980 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

a Real wage per employee post adjusted by the change in the CPI.

bGross unit labor cost at prices of factors of production.
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for three years. Thus, the irse in net labor productivity was accompanied by a signiifcant
increase in wages, consistent with the approach to full employment. In the traditional
tradables industires, a 3 percent irse in the minimum wage, the reductionof demand
for labor, and the entry of foreign workers resulted in a slight (one percent) increase
in the real wage and a decline in the number of employees. In trade and services and
construction, which have a large share of foreign workers, the real wage did not
increase, despite a irse in the number of employed persons. In hightech industires
the real wage (from the employee's point of view) increased by more than4 percent,
and the number of employees also rose.

Average unemployment fell from 6.9 percent in 1995 to 6.7 percent in 1996. In the
context of a irse of more than 1 percent in the real wage of Israeli employees, this
reflects the increase of demand, mainly in hightech industires, over and beyond the
increase in the labor supply. During the year unemployment rose from 6.6 percent
in the second and third quarters to 7 percentin the last, reflecting a general slowdown in
economic activity in the last peirod (see Chapter 2(.

Wages in the business
sector rose by more
than the increase
in productivity.

2. STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE LABOR MARKET

Israel's economy has undergone structural changes in the current decade airsing
from both the demand and the supply sides and these have longterm as well as
shortterm. implications. The influx of immigrants from the former Soviet Union
the first of several exogenous events affected economic developments in general,
and the labor market in particular, via domestic demand for output and the increase in
the labor supply, especially of knowledge workers.

The peace process, which gained momentum with the Oslo Agreements, exposed
the economy to increased world demand for itsoutput, .mainly hightech, against the
background of largescale immigration. The combination of high quality, relatively
cheap labor (compared with the advanced economies), with the reduced irsk associated
with investing in this region brought about a surge of domestic and foreign investment.2
Liberalization was accompanied by constantly increasing exposure to goods imports,
mainly consumer goods.

Terroirst attacks in 1993 and the resulting closures of the administered areas at a
time of rapid expansion of domestic demand mainly for housing services, which
had a high labor input from the Autonomy prompted policy makers to allow the
entryofforeign workers, particularly for such industires as construction and agirculture.
This made a structural change possible on the supply sideof the domestic labormarket:

The influx of immigrants
was the first of several
events in this decade
which caused structural
changes in the labor
market.

The peace process
exposed the economy
to increased world
demand for its output,
mainly hightech.

Terrorist attacks in
1993 resulted in
foreign workers being
allowed into Israel.

2 Much of the capital lfow in 1996 was not sensitive to interest differentials on ifnancial
assets (see Chapter 6(.
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Table 4.2
Wages and Employment inHighTech Industires and Traditional
Industires, a 199306

(percent change(

Hightech industries Traditional industries
Number of Years of Number of Years of

Wage employees educationb Wage employees education13

Tradables
2.6143.60.31993
1.7144.70.91994

1.5145.60.41995
1.2147.65.11996

Nontradables
0.81410.00.91993
0.9148.32.51994
2.1141.21.81995
0.2142.84.21996

3.7
2.9
1.7
6.4

6.9
9.2
7.7
1.4

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

'The following twodigit industries were taken to represent the four categories:.
Hightech Traditional

Tradables

Nontradables

Textiles, food, leather
goods

Construction, trade, and
restaurants

in industry: electronics and vehicles
in business services: computer
services
Banking and financial services, other
business services (law, accountancy,
etc.), electricity and water

These industries encompass 840,000 employees, some 60 percent of total Israeli
employees in the business sector in 1996.

b Average number of years of education per employee in these industries in 1991.
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

whereas the supplyof knowledge workers is limited despite the influxof immigrants,
permitting the entry of foreign workers who join the labor supply in the traditional
industires makes that supply far more elastic.

Demand can be divided into two types that derived from the influxofimmigrants,
the effectof which is not longterm and focuses on the traditional industires, and that
which is longterm, arising from Israel's comparative advantage. In view of this
distinction and the structural change in the labor market, it is worthwhile examining
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general economic developments, and in particular those in the labor market, com
paring hightech with traditional industries, and within each group, tradables
with nontfadables (Table 4.2).
This distinction reveals prominent features in employment and wages. The number

of employees in the traditional tradables industries fell in 199596, the decline
accelerating in 1996; the expansion of the number of employees in the traditional
nontradable goods industries moderated; the growth in the number of knowledge
workers in the nontradables sector slowed, while in the tradables sector it accelerated.
These developments in employment occurred alongside a rise in the real wage in
hightech industries, in particular in tradables, where it increased for the first time
since the start of the influx of immigrants by 5 percent, while remaining stable in
the traditional industries.
Inthe context of the entry of foreign workers, these results in the wages and

employment fields indicate uneven developments in demand for labor. In the tradables
hightech industires it rose constantly, leading the way for a irse in wages in all
industries requiirng knowledge workers, while there was a slowdown in the rate of
expansion of demand for labor in the traditional industries, both tradables and
nontradables. In the traditional tradables industires, which have a high share of workers
earning the minimum wage (which rose by 3 percent), and where foreign workers
constitute a small part, the numberof employees fell, and the real wage rose by about
one percent, indicating that demand for labor in these industires declined. The increase
in the numberof foreign workers mostofwhom work in the nontradables traditional
industiresto about 125,000,3 together with the significant slowdown in the rise
of Israelis in these industries, suggests a certain substitution of foreign workers
for Israelis in them. The entry of these foreign workers once again prevented the
real wage from rising in these industries, despite the increase in the minimum
wage and in the number of employed persons.
In light of the above, a continued upward trend in the number of publicsector

employees over and beyond the natural population growth, alongside the persistent
irse in the real wage of the knowledge workers among them, may contirbute to a irse
in the wage in industires requiirng knowledge workers.
Note that allowing the entry of foreign workers at a time when the traditional

industires are expanding more slowly may well cause a irse in unemployment among
workers without higher education, reversing the steep downward trend of
unemployment evident in the last few years.

The entry of foreign
workers moderated
wage increases in the
traditional industries.

3 According to the CBS estimate.
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Unemployment among
those with higher

education at the end of
1995 was 3.6 percent.

3. THE BACKGROUND: UNEMPLOYMENTAND WAGES, 1992954

Unemployment declined steeply from 11.2 percent in 1992 to 6.9 percent in 1995.
Among those with higher education (fifteen years or more) unemployment went down
to 3.6 percent; among those completing high school (i.e., with twelve years of
schooling) the rate of unemployment, despite its rapid fall, was 9 percent in 1995,
and the participation rate was low. Unemployment among immigrants went down
steeply (quantitative absorption), although the match between their occupations and
their educational level (qualitative absorption) is poorer than in the established
population. Unemployment among immigrants with higher education plunged from
about 30 percent in 1992 to less than 8 percent in 1 995, while among other immigrants
it stabilized at the same level as that of veteran Israelis. Quantitative absorption is
faster among younger immigrants; among those aged 2240 unemployment in 1995
approached that of the established population in the same age group (4.5 percent).
Qualitative absorption is no less important than quantitative. Efficient utilization

of the immigrants' human capital is one wayof raising total productivity. Qualitative
integration may be assessed by examining the proportion of all employees with higher
education who are employed in hightech occupations. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show that
among immigrants this proportion rose steeply, although it is still below that among

Table 4.3
Rates ofParticipation andUnemployment, by Education and Seniority, 199105

)percent(

of education13 or more yearsof educationUp to 12 years

Immigrants
Established
populationImmigrants'1

Established
population

Unemploy
ment

Partici
pation
rate

Unemploy
ment

Partici
pation
rate

Unemploy
ment

Partici
pation
rate

Unemploy
ment

Partici
pation
rate

39.752.35.770.737.133.511.845.41991

30.659.55.971.627.940.013.244.51992

15.761.94.171.020.741.412.746.11993

12.964.94.272.915.543.610.945.31994

7.962.63.672.310.042.18.945.61995
a Immigrants from the former Soviet Union who arrived as part of the large influx which started in 1989.
SOURCE: The CBS Survey of Income of Employees (Individuals(.

4 This section is based on data from the Surveys of Income of Employees (Indivi
duals), 199195. Microdata from the Labour Force Surveys and Surveys of Income of
Employees is received after a oneyear delay.
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Table 4.4 ^
Absorption ofHighly Educated Immigrants in Occupations
RequiringHigher Education, 199295 ... .

)percent(

AverageImmigrants'

Proportion of knowledge
ffp' . workers1'1 employed
in higheducation occupations

Unemploy
ment rate

seniority
(years(

relative
wage1'Immigrants15

;■;Established
*^population"

29.41.5.35 '311992
16.22.23834v; 70'■1993
11.63.04438199,4,.

8.03.65042721995
:,?,aIn Israelbefore 1989... ■ ■

. b Immigrants from the former Soviet Union who arrived as part of the large influx
which,started in,1989.
''~ c Immigrants' wage relative to that of established population.. ■

י; Source: The CBS Survey of Income of Employees (Individuals(.

the established population.5 An analysis of utilization of immigrants' human capital
by the length of their time in Israel shows that their integration into hightech
employment is a continuous but lengthy process.

The share of highly skilled immigrants employed in suitable jobs increases with
the length of their time in Israel, and is approaching that of the veteran population.
The wage gap between these immigrants and the veteran population is also narrowing,
but there is still a 30 percent gap between the wages of the ifrst arrivals of the latest
influx and those of the established population.
The qualitative integration of immigrants with higher education into the work force

starts with occupations in which their education is unexploited, and continues with
those in which their human capital is exploited to a great degree, and their output is
high. The share of immigrants with higher education among those who in 1995 had
been in Israel for six years is close to that of the established population, as is their
unemployment rate. Note that for younger highly skilled immigrants the wage gap
mentioned above has been eliminated: in 1995 the wage of immigrants aged 2240
with at least 15 years of education who arrived in Israel in 1989 surpassed thatof the
comparable group in the established population. These findings provide a first
indication that the qualitative integration of immigrants has started. Differences

5 Flug, Kasir, and Gur show that among immigrants from the Soviet Union in 197981, 65
percent of those who had worked in hightech industries in their countires of oirgin, found
similar employment in Israel. The Absorption of Soviet Immigrants into the Labor Market
from 1990 Onward, Bankof Israel Research Depatrment, 1992.

Unemployment among
immigrants fell rapidly,
but their occupations
accord less well with
their level of education
than do those of the
established population.

The proportion of all
immigrants with higher
education who are
employed in hightech
occupations is increas
ing quickly.
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Table 4.5
Immigrants8 with 15 orMoreYearsofEducation, 1995

)percent(

Relative
wageb

Wage
(NIS, at

current prices(

Proportion in
higheducation
occupations

Unemploy
ment
rate

Particip
ation
rate

Number
of years
in Israel

20.81,63020.020.032.30

35.72,80118.225.556.01

38.53,01931.610.053.12

41.73,27343.57.658.43

52.04,08340.36.170.24
53.34,18542.94.872.25

69.45,44557.94.586.76

a Immigrants from the former Soviet Union who arrived as part of the large influx
which statred in 1989.

b As percentage of wage of established population.
Source: The CBS Survey of Income of Employees (Individuals(.

In 1995 wage gaps
among the established

population widened
further, due to a decline

in the wage of those
with only elementary

education, and a rise in
the wage of those with

higher education.

between the levels of qualitative integration of older and younger immigrants are
consistent with the wellknown economic contention that some human capital
accumulated with experience is not transferable from country to country.
Indications regarding the effect ofthe influx of Soviet immigrants and the structural

change in the labor market arising from the entry of foreign workers can be found in
the development of wages of the higher educated compared to that of workers with
up to 10 years of education in 199295 (Table 4.6).
Within the veteran population, the wage gap between employees with more than

15 years of education and those with up to 10 years widened in 1992, a finding
consistent with incipient integrationofimmigrants into the labor market in unskilled
occupations (Tables 4.4 and 4.5). In 1995 this gap widened further, as the real wage
of the unskilled fell and of the skilled rose. The entry of foreign workers, whose
numbers increased mainly in 1995, is consistent with this result.6 A notable finding
regarding immigrants was the rise of the wage of the highly skilled relative to that of
the established population, while the rate of change of the wage of those with only
elementary education converged with that of the comparable group in the established
population. The wageofimmigrants with higher education is rising faster than that of
similar veterans, further proof of their qualitative integration. Among workers with
up to 10 years of education the gap between the wages of immigrants and of veteran

6Asimilar phenomenon is described in a number of studies relating to the US labormarket,
e.g., Katz andMurphy, "Changes in Relative Wages, 196387: Supply and Demand Factors,"
Quarterly JournalofEconomics, February 1992, pp. 3578.
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Table 4.6 .4 ■^ f' If 'B' ■|j§■ ^
^tteofChange of^NominsdWagerper;FullTime Employee Post,

Immigrants11 ,Established population11populationTotal
: Years of education

15+01015+ 01015+ ^010
10: 212615:; .22 '12 .1992
1316' 4 ' .. 34 .31993
3712■. ■ 18 .' . ■1524 ■131994

■31'~  516615 .61995
a In Israel before 1989.

., b Immigrants from the former Soviet Union who arrived as part of the large influx
which startedin !1989. '.' ■' . / . ■. .

■ SOURCE: The CBS Surveyof IncomeofEmployees (Individuals). ■ . .
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Israelis stabilized at about 20 percent. Thus, the widening of the wage gaps in the
population in the last few years began when immigrants started working in the
traditional industries, continued as they integrated into occupations requiring
knowledge workers, while the relative wageofthe highly skilled rose overall, and became
even more pronounced in 1995 with the entry of a large number of foreign workers.

The rate of increase of
the civilian labor force

slowed from 3.5 percent
in 1995to 2.2 percent
in 1996, as the partici

pation rate fell from
54.1 to 53.7 percent.

4. THE LABOR MARKET

The labor supply

The population grew by an average 2.7 percent in 1996, similar to the rate since 1993,
due to the stabilization of the number of immigrants. This rate of increase is about
one percentage point higher than the rate prior to the influx of immigrants. The
workingage population continued to rise, increasing by 3 percent in 1996, with
immigrants contributing about a third of this. For the first time since the start of
the immigration from the former Soviet Union, the participation rate declined,
from 54.1 to 53.7 percent. Hence, the rate of increase of the civilian labor force
went down to 2.2 percent.

Table 4.7
The Labor Supply: the Population,WorkingAge Population, and the
Civilian Labor Force, 199396

(percent(

1996199519941993
Total population

45.645.744.743.4Participation rate: men
62.263.062.862.8women

Immigrants (post1989(
12.115.317.020.1Workingage population (rate of change(

Immigrants' contribution to increase
1.00.71.01.1in workingage population

13.612.511.29.9Immigrants' share in workingage pop'n
47.045.747.044.8Participation rate: men
62.062.765.064.3women

8.99.513.519.3Unemployment rate
SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics.
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The fall in the participation rate is due entirely to the decline in that of men, in the
established population as well as immigrants, by 0.8 percentage points. The
continuously rising trend of women's participation rate leveled off in 1996, despite
the higher rate of female immigrants. The fall in immigrants' average rate of entry
into the labor force may be due to the change in their age composition in the last few
years, i.e., a higher share of those over 55 years old.

The demand for labor

The number of publicsector employees gives a clear indication of the demand for
labor in that sector, as it is relatively price inelastic. In contrast, changes in the number
of employees in the business sector do not necessairly provide such an indication,
and other indicators must also be used in order to obtain information about demand
changes.

Publicsector demand
The numberof publicsector employees rose again in 1996,by 3.8 percent, following
a cumulative 12 percent increase in 199395. The increase in publicsector demand
for labor again exceeded the irse in the civilian labor force, and was expressed in two
ways pirmairly in quantitative terms in industires which are not humancapital
intensive, and in termsof pirce (wages) in the highly skilled publicsector areas. Thus
in 1996, once again, as the economy approached full employment, the public sector
did not release labor input for the business sector.

Publicsector demand
rose faster than both
the civilian labor force
and the workingage
population.

The Share of the!Public!Secto#198096|

,1980 , 81S82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96
...
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Real wages in the
public sector rose by
1.6 percent in 1996.

Real publicsector wages rose by 1.6 percent in 1996, due to the wage increases of
employees in the civil service, education, and personal and community services the
highskillintensive areas of the public sector. The rise in publicsector wages is the
result of the wage agreements of 1993 (see Chapter 4 of the Bank of Israel Annual
Report, 1995), but must also be seen in the context of competition for highlyskilled
labor input, in which the economy is drawing close to full employment.
In the early years ofthe influx of immigrants ( 199091 ) the public sector expanded

relative to the business sector (Figure 4.4). Since 1992 the reverse has been the case,
indicating that most of the immigrants found employment in the business sector. In
each year since 1993 the numberof publicsector employees grew significantly faster
than the population, and in 1996 the former expanded by one percentage point
more than the latter.

The business sector
The indirect indicatorsofbusinesssector demand for labor numberof hours worked
per employee, capital/labor ratio, total productivity, and GDP prices do not all paint
the same picture. On the one hand, there are signsof persistent expansionof demand,
mainly in the highskillintensive industries, while on the other, there are early indications
of a moderation in the rate of increase in some of the traditional tradables industries.

An examinationofGDP prices7 shows a persistent but uneven trendofprice changes.
Excluding the food industry,8 the irse in prices of traditional tradables was less than
the overall average.

Table 4.8
NominalWage andNumberofEmployees in the Public Sector, 199496

199619951994
Share
of all

employees

Rate of
change of
wage

Wage
(current
NIS(

Share
of all

employees

Rate of
change of
wage

Wage
(current
NIS(

Share
of all

employees

Wage
(current
NIS(

7,02917.818.76,05318.85,100Civil service
38.614.54,31738.818.53,77238.73,182Education

28.69.44,57028.012.14,17628.03,726
Health 8l
social welfare

15.411.23,76215.411.83,38614.63,026
Community
services
Source: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data

7 In the absence of data on GDP prices, in some industries CPI prices have been used.
8 In the food industry there is monopolistic competition, with the major manufacturers also

being the main importers, which explains the steady rate of price rises on the domestic market
alongside the falling share of domestic production.
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Figure 4.5:
Change in BusinessSector Labor Input aird its Sources,
and Unemployment, 199196
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The sharp increase in the number of hours worked per employee in the business
sector in 199395, particularly in the highly skilled areas, seems to have been a short
term solution to the laborshortage problem, which in time can be solved by increasing
the number of workers. The number of hours worked per Israeli employee did not
decline in 1996.

Changes in capital stock are one of the indications of expected changes in the
demand for labor: in 1995 the rate of increase of investment in all the principal
industries moderated. This resulted from its stabilization at a high rate in the high
tech industires such as electronics (33.4 percent), and a reduction in the traditional
tradables industires (11.4 percent in textiles, and in food and drink). This suggests
that an uneven trend is developing in labor demand.

Data on total productivity clearly indicate a sharp reduction in the demand for labor in
. those industires, such as food and textiles, which are not humancapitalintensive
industires , and where productivity fell for the first time, by 3.7 and 2.9 percent
respectively. In the hightech industires, too, the pattern vaired: while in chemicals
productivity increased, in electronics it did not. Note that total productivityrosemoderately
in the highly skilled industires where there was rapid expansion ofinvestment, while, by
contrast, productivity in the unskilled industires fell with reduced investment.

As in 1995, the pirces of goods in some of the nontradables industires such as
construction and services rose, indicating continued expansionof demand for labor.
For the third successive year pirces of clothing, footwear, and textiles rose more
slowly than those of other goods, a partial indication of a reduction in demand for
labor in those industires.
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The growth in the labor
supply in 1996 did not
correspond to demand.

Changes in the labor market

Developments in the labor market in 1996 had four major effects: the increase in the
total numberofemployees, and particularly in the business sector, slowed considerably,
from about 7 percent in 1994 and 1995 to 2.6 percent in 1996. Secondly, unemployment
fell again, from 6.9 percent in 1995 to 6.7 percent in 1996. Thirdly, the real wage per
employee post rose by 1.4 percent (1.3 percent in the business sector and 1.6 percent
in the public sector); and finally, the numberof foreign workers and their share in the
business sector increased.

These results derived from two sources. On the supply side there were structural
changes opening the economy to foreign workers and approaching full employment,
mainly among the highly skilled. On the other hand, demand for labor developed
unevenly: it expanded in the highly skilled industries and contracted in the unskilled,
mainly tradables, industries. Thus, within the separate componentsof the market, the
increase in the labor supply did not match the rise in demand.

Labor input in the business sector went up by 3.7 percent, compared with 9.6 and
8.2 percent in 1994 and 1995 respectively. That of Israelis increased by 2.6 percent in
1996, compared with 9.2 and 5.8 percent in 1994 and 1995 respectively, and the
number of hours worked per employee also rose. The contribution of foreign
workers and workers from the Autonomy went down from 2.3 percent in 1995 to
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Figure 4.6
Indices of the Real Wage per Employee Post in the Business
and Public Sectors, 198096
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about 1 percent, and their shareof businesssector labor input reached a new peak of
11.3 percent. Labor input in the public sector continued expanding, faster than both
the civilian labor force and the businesssector labor inputofIsraelis. The faster growth
of labor input than the various components of the civilian labor force was reflected
by the fall in the unemployment rate, to 6.6 percent in the second and third quarters,
rising to 7 percent in the fourth due to the fall in the number of employees in hotels
and restaurants and in some of the unskilled industries.
The real wage per employee post rose in both the public and the business sectors.

For the firsttime since the start of the influx of immigrants,9 the real wage in the
business sector rose as the nominal wage accelerated, alongside the increase in the
number and share of nonIsraeli, particularly foreign, workers. In the public sector
the real wageper employee post rose more moderately than in 1995, although here,
too, the nominal wage increased by more than the upper limit of the inflation target.
Businesssector net domestic productivity went up by 0.8 percent, in line with the

rise in the real wage in that sector, so that labor productivity was mainly reflected by
wages. This indicates that the reason for the slowdown in the increase in labor input
in 1996 was the approach to the supply constraintof highly skilled labor together
with the slowdown in demand for labor in some of the unskilled industries.
The increase in wages in the business sector was led by the highly skilled areas

business services, banking, insurance and finance and mainly the highly skilled
areasof industry such as electronics. The real wage in these industries from the point
of view of the employee, and the number of employees rose faster than the working
age population. In construction, trade and services, hotels and restaurants, i.e., unskilled
nontradables industries, which employ about a third of businesssector employees,
the real wage per employee post was stable. Allowing the entry of foreign workers
enabled labor input in construction to rise by more than 6 percent (5 percent in the
number of Israelis employed), without an increase in the real wage. In hotels and
restaurants the number of Israeli employees declined, while in trade their number
rose by 2.5 percent. This was caused by the larger share of foreign workers in these
fields as well as by the terrorist attacks which affected hotels and restaurants by
reducing touirsm. In manufacturing, where foreign workers constitute a small share,
the numberof employees in certain unskilled areas such as food, textile, clothing and
footwear, fell. In these industires, which account for about a quarterof the total number
of employees in manufactuirng and have a large proportion of employees receiving
the minimum wage, the real wage increased by less than did the minimum wage.

9 Except for 1992, when inflation plunged from an environment of 18 percent to one of
about 10 percent.
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5. FOREIGN WORKERS

The number of foreign
workers in Israel in

1 996 is estimated at
about 125,000.

The intifada, the Gulf
War, and terrorist
attacks reduced

demand for workers
from the administered
areas, diverting it to
labor input imported

from overseas.

Employing nonIsraeli workers is not a new phenomenon in Israel; it started after the
SixDay War in 1967. The peak number of workers from the administered areas was
1 15,000, 10 and their biggest share was 8 percent of the labor force. Importing labor
input from areas other than these, i.e., foreign workers, is a new development which
has spread since 1993, and has reached considerable proportions. According to CBS
estimates, the number of foreign workers in 1996 reached 125,000, about a third of
whom are employed illegally. In effect there has been a structural change in the supply
of labor, in the formof easing the laborsupply constraint in the traditional industries.
Workers from the administered areas accounted for 10 percent of total business

sector employees in 1987, prior to the outbreakof the intifada, and in construction
and agriculture constituted almost halfof all employees. Mostof these workers, who
were employed in Israel with almost no restriction on their numbers for more than
twenty years, were nearly all unskilled or experienced in industries which are not
humancapitalintensive . There was no flow of skilled workers from the administered
areas to Israel to capitalintensive industries, so that the returns to schooling among
residents of the administered areas gradually declined."
There were three policy developments which started and then accelerated the process

of reducing demand for workers from the administered areas, redirecting it to labor
input imported from areas other than those under Israel's control. First, the intifada,
which caused irregular flow of the labor force; second the Gulf War, during which
there was a complete closure of the administered areas for more than a month; and
lastly, the wave of terrorist attacks in 199293, leading to closures which imposed
new costs associated with employing workers from the administered areas. All these
united the demand side for labor and public opinion in Israel, and there was widespread
public desire to reduce the employment of workers from the administered areas and
replace them with foreign workers. Note that at that time Israel was absorbing large
scale immigration from the Soviet Union. This affected both the supply side of the
labor market, by enabling some substitution of workers from the areas by immigrants
in the early 1990s, and the demand side, mainly in construction, where most of the
workers from the administered areas were employed. It is not a coincidence that with
the completion of the initial stage of absorbing the major part of the largescale
immigration, in 199293, the demandside pressures increased constantly, and there
were many requests for permission to employ foreign workers not from the

l0 See E. Kleiman, "Does Israel Need Foreign Workers?" Maurice Falk Institute for
Economic Research in Israel, Jerusalem, Discussion Paper No. A96.03, 1996. (Hebrew)
'' J.D. Angrist, "The Economic Returns to Schooling in the West Bank and Gaza Strip,"

American Economic Review, December 1995, vol. 85(5), pp. 106587.
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Figure 4.7
Shareof NonIsraeli Labor Input in Total Business Sector, 199096
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administered areas. Since 1993 the total number of nonIsraeli workers (including
those from the Autonomy and the administered areas) has risen steadily, as has their
share of the total number of employees, side by side with the process of replacing
those from the administered areas with workers from overseas.

Utility and economic cost of allowing the entry of foreign workers

Whereas most of the utility of allowing foreign workers into Israel is short term, its
cost is medium and long term. When there is full employment, shortterm economic
benefits derive from opening the market to the import of labor as this smooths the
effectof.excess demand on the pirce of that factor of production, and hence on the

Zii.
price of output. For example, the isolated, temporary rise in the demand for housing
services due to the influx of immigrants resulted in excess demand for construction
workers. This contracted relatively quickly when the import of labor was allowed, a
development which would not have been possible in a closed economy. Hence,
allowing the import of inputs, including labor, eases production constraints in the
short run. The main cost associated with allowing the entry of foreign workers is the
permanent nature of their presence: it is not certain that workers who come to Israel
because of wage differentials will leave when there is a slump. Moreover, it may be
assumed that even in a peirod of economic slowdown the wage differentials which
brought the foreign workers to Israel do not disappear, so that market forces cannot
be relied upon to make these workers leave. Most of them, who become part of the

In the shotr term the
entry of foreign workers
smooths the effect of
excess labor demand
on wages.

Competition between
foreign and Israeli
workers, mainly from
the weaker strata, will
intensify at times of
economic slowdown.

/
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supply of those without higher education, compete with the weaker strata of Israe
lis competition which becomes more intense during an economic slowdown, when
there is no need for imported labor.
The entry of foreign workers when there is excess demand in the labor market

alters the relative wages of skilled and unskilled workers. In the short and medium
term (when the unskilled cannot become skilled), this supply of labor increases
inequality between the groups. This may explain why inequality rose in 1994, when
the influx of immigrants was not at its peak. In view of the permanent nature of the
presenceof foreign workers in Israel,their potential effect on the inequalityofincome
distribution is not temporary.

Box 4.1: The Number ofWorkers from Overseas

The social and economic implications of foreign workers in Israel depend in
the ifrst instance on their numbers. The CBS estimates this at 125,000 in 1996,
about one third of whom are employed illegally.
Other estimatesof their number vary from the numberof permits 105,000

at end1995to about halfa million. Illegal workers enter Israel as tourists, so
that their number may be estimated from the annual balance of tourists, i.e.,
the number of tourists entering Israel less the number who subsequently leave.
Some of the difference is certainly due to errors and omissions in registration.
In 1996 the balance of tourists was 124,0006 percent of the number of

arrivals, compared with 1.3 percent in the 1980s up from 85,000 in 1995,
despite a 10 percent decline in the number of tourist entries into Israel. Since
1993 the balance of tourists has been about 100,000 per year, ifve times the
numbers in 19909 1 . The cumulative number oftourists who remained in Israel
in 199396 is close to 400,000, almost equal to the total of those who have
stayed in the fortynine years since the State was established (bearing in mind
that the numbers include errors and omissions).
The decision to permit the entry of foreign workers into Israel was due

primarily to pressure from the construction industry. In 1991 Israelis constituted
about halfof the numberof employees in construction; by 1996 according to
the official ifgures this had risen to above 60 percent, at a time when foreign
workers were allowed to, and did, enter Israel.

In other words, based on the recorded numbers of tourists who have entered
Israel since 1993 andwho have not left the country, the CBS ifgure of 125,000
foreign workers appears to be a serious underestimate.
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